
great London-to-Sydney 
may well go 
n in history as ... 

Interest in the london-Sydney marathon, 
due to start on November 24, is running 
hot. Here two of our top rally men -
"Gelignite" Jack Murray and John 
Keran - tell what the Australian 
"horror" section is really like. 

"SOME of these Poms won't know what the hell they've struck," Jack ("Gelignite 
Jack") Murray grinned knowingly. He had just completed his second survey of 

the 3800-mile Australian section of the London-Sydney Marathon. 
And his verdict? "-- tough!" Jack's summary was a little too colorful to repeat, 

but you can take it the Australian section is very, very rough indeed. 
"One of those Poms is sure to end up in orbit. They'll take off on one of those 

left-handers in the Flinders Ranges and never be seen again ." 
When Jack says "Poms" he's not referring specifically to the gentlemen racers from 

the Old Dart. He means anyone who isn't familiar with the Australian outback. And 
from what we hear that could include a few Australians who have entered in the 
London·Sydney "grand prix". 

Jack and co-driver Evan Green have checked out the Perth-Sydney section twice : 
once to familiarise themselves and navigator George Sheppard with the route, and 
once to "give it a bang" at rally speed. 

This must give them a distinct edge on the competition. So if they get to Bombay 
on time, if their works prepared Mark II Austin 1800 doesn 't give up and if they don't 
take ill on the race through Europe and Asia, they could win. If . . . 

"And it's the 'ifs' in this race that are going to count almost as much as driving 
skill and car preparation," says Gelignite Jack. 

"There are not many sections in Australia where anyone will be able to make up 
time," Jack believes. "If someone gets behind schedule and pushes it a bit hard there's 

Above: Jack Murray stops in the Flinders Ranges jor a good look at one 0/ the pot
holes on the 3800-mile Australian stretch 0/ the London-to-Sydney marathon. 
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a good chance they'll pound their 
car to rats. Any decent sort of hold
up would put them out of the race. 
Because if you're more than three 
hours late into a control, you're 
automatically dropped off." 

Jack describes two of the most 
hazardous stretches: "In the Flin
ders Ranges there's hundreds of 
washed-out gutters that you have 
to cross. You've got to stop and 
pick up first gear. If you hit them 
any faster the front digs in and 
you'd do a couple of front somer
saults. I doubt if even a General 
Grant tank could go through any 
quicker. 

"Then, south of Marvel Loch, 
there's a sort of 30-mile Tunnel of 
Love. The road was only centimetres 
wider than the 1800 for almost all 
this distance. 

"The scrub grows so close to the 
road too, that you can 't even open 
the doors in places. The bushes are 
about 8 ft high and only six inches 
apart. You'd never get past another 
car - never. 

"If someone in front of you broke 
down on this stretch you'd have 
to get an axe out and hack your
self a detour." 

Then "Gelignite" Jack grinned, 
and added: "Or, maybe blast one.' 

"A nightmare of nerves," was 
how John Keran, one of Australia's 
top rally drivers summed up the 

John Keran's 
hardy Volvo 144 
survived a head
on smash with a 
kangaroo at more 
than 90 mph. 
Wiped off the 
rally lights but 
the car was still 
driveable. 

The map showed this water- logged creek bed as the main road between 
two tiny hamlets on the route oj the great London-to-Sydney car race. 

Australian section. John and Syd. 
ney's Max Winkless are driving a 
Volvo 144 with an experimental 
high-performance Repco head in 
the Great Race. 

Their conclusions: there's only 
one section of the trans-Australia 
leg that anyone will finish on time. 
All the others will see even the fleet
est team up to an hour late. 

One of the points John feels is 
gOing to prove extremely conten
tious is that of gates. In some sec
tions, particularly from Brachina to 
Mingary, there are upwards of 50 
gates. These will cost each car about 
E minutes per gate - a total of 
almost an hour and a half. What 
makes the problem even more con
tentious are rumors that some en
trants are making private arrange
ments to have helpers to open and 
close these gates something 
which is not barred by the regula. 
tions at presen t. 

In the Flinders Ranges, the road 
continually winds and climbs up one 
side of ranges and down the other. 
with ,'ast numbers of creek cross
ings. These are not smooth fords but 
deep, . mostly dry ditches with a 
three to four fO:Jt sheer drop on 
either side. The track i self is only 
just a car's wid h across and in 
places winds and wis s for miles 
with nothing bu a sheer drop on 
either side. 

This section is gOing to be a night. 
mare with both drivers and navi
gators havmg to live off their 
nerves. 

There is just no margin for error. 
If it rains, it could end with nu 

finishers - just a series of disaster 
are:::s spread half way around the 
globe. with the outback of Australia 
resembling an outsize wrecker's 
yard. 

The section of the rally which 
takes the cars from Norseman to 
Ceduna may prove perhaps the 
greatest test of cars. If the roads 
aren't improved, they will knock 
out a great number of competitors. 

None of the Australian section of 
the event is going to be a bush 
picnic. The section from Mt Arden 
to Moralana Creek is over a track 
John describes as "not having been 
used since Noah built the Ark". It 
crosses hundreds of creeks and even 
follows creek beds of loose sand. 

In these sections, Keran believes 
the Australian drivers are going to 
have an advantage over the Euro
peans. It will be more a question of 
sun'iving than anything else and 
the Australian drivers are likely to 
be more cautious. European driv
ers trying to keep up their times 
and stay in front are likely to end 
up sitting out the race in a creek 
bed somewhere at the back of the 
Flinders Ranges. # 
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